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It’s positively alarming, the way Horizons has survived into a year 
which many science fiction stories-I read as a youth happened before. 
Unbelievingly, I pretend that this is the February, 1970.’, issue of 
the FAPA publication mostly written by Harry Warner, Jr. , 423 Summit 
Avenue, Hagerstown, Maryland, 2174Q, United States of America, and 
totally reproduced by one or more Coulson/s. As if that weren’t en
ough, would you believe volume 31, number 2, FAPA number 115, and 
whole number 121? If this keeps on, it’ll be time for an annish soon.

In the Beginning

Descant: Dam up that rushing torrent of panic. You didn’t get an in
complete November mailing; I’m still immersed in comments on the pre
ceding bundle which weren’t finished in the previous Horizons. *’ I 
had been thinking about an issue of Horizons whose main article would 
consist of one-sentence summaries of all the projects I didn’t get 
around to doing during the 1960’s. But this index to the undone will 
form the concluding sentence that won’t be written, I suppose. Just 
for Horizons alone, I can think of such things as a mystery issue com
pos ed of reprints from old FAPA mailings with no clue to the identity 
of the authors, and everything chosen as uncharacteristic of the cre
ator; the first few instalments of my memoirs as a fan; translations 
of more fantasies by Storm; long articles on why I like Verdi’s oper
as, how the American press has gone downhill, and afterthoughts on 
Kim Darby’s contribution to True Grit; a transcript of the Cronkite-. . 
Clarke-Heinlein colloquy that memorable Sunday which most fans -seem 
to have missed and I taped; a list of things I need to know about the 
history of fandom in the 19 50’s; and goodness knows what else. 
Snickersnee: Then there are the other things I didn’t accomplish ov
er and'”beyond the aborted Horizons contents. Such as an inquiry in
spired by the Silverberg blaze into having the power cut off from my 
attic. I almost never go up there after dark, because the one light 
bulb in the ceiling doesn’t stand a chance against the sullenly 
looming, tumbled mountains of gloom-spread!ng stuff. My untechnical 
mind insists that I’d reduce the risk of a fire of my own by consid
erable if I got an electrician to cut off all juice above the second 
f loor, ;and use a flashlight—for any late pilgrimages to the upmost 
level. ’’ If the task of restoring the collection is still partial
ly incomplete, try Walt Cos let. His enormous collection is apparent
ly still for sale, according to a notation in the Nostalgia Book Club 
bulletin, and his address remains unchanged. Sambo: I’m confused. 
I associate The Saturday Evening Ghost with Bob Jennings and here it 
is described as Bob Martinez’ fanzine. Was there a penname everyone 
in fandom except me knew about, or am I thinking of another fanzine 
title? Sercon’s Bane; It just occurred to me that I’ll be deprived 
of a small source of happiness, when cigarette advertising leaves tv 
channels. Presumably the anti-smoking spots will also disappear. I 
have grown quite fond of them, in much the same way as a pious old 
woman must enjoy a Jesus Savesi sign as she walks down the street. 
The cancer and heart people have a particularly effective one that 
simply reminds the smoker how his body rebelled the first time he 
smoked a cigarette. Blush: . I share the affliction admitted by some 
others, inability to keep several Australian fans completely separate 
as distinctly different mental figures. They’re all literate, write 
a great deal about pro science fiction matters, have somewhat similar 
writing styles, and it’s a real jolt to find a couple of them sudden
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ly arguing, as if a body rejection were beginning. We need a special 
fund or two to import Australian fans to a convention where they’ll 
be demonstrably separate and equal entities. Synapse; Examples of 
tie' preoccupation with Indian music early in the century were two 
English language operas produced at the Met, Cadman’s The Robin Woman 
and Herbert’s Natoma. MacDowell’s Indian Suite is one of many con
cert hall items resulting from the same theory that this was the true 
American music. ’’ I can’t remember a network ban on recordings, 
but there was a time when the FCC required announcement of the fact 
that something just heard was a recording or transcription. ’’ When 
you hear a speaker, instead of get a copy of his talk, you can make 
at least one decision, whether he understands what he is saying or is 
so stupid that he doesn’t even recognize the important words in what 
he is reading. Since it’s become undignified to print key words and 
sentences in capital letters, it’s also become more difficult for the 
reader to gain certain insights into the things an intelligent speak
er can be heard to emphasize, shadings to indicate that this is meant 
lightly or warningly which the words on a page fail to reveal. Final
ly, many spoken things look so terrible in print that you can’t force 
yourself to read all the way through them, and you may miss some im
portant thing which the audible words would have caused you to hear. 
Dighting Permit; There’s another possible factor in the slight de
cline of TAFF. There isn’t quite the mystery about fans from across 
the ocean that existed a decade ago when an overseas visitor was a 
rarity. Now you see a dozen or so Europeans at every worldcon held 
in the United States, over and beyond a TAFF delegate and a couple of 
dozen Americans get to one or another con in Europe each year. King 
Biscuit Time; You can draw unemployment compensation in California 
when you’re workless because you were fired? Maryland doesn’t pay off 
if unemployment is the worker’s fault and gives the employer the ben
efit of the doubt in situations like discharges from jobs. But even 
the nasty Maryland lawmakers haven’t figured out how to stop another 
system for evading the intent of the law. Someone who wants to loaf 
for a while quits his job, immediately takes another job which he 
knows is only temporary because it’s a seasonal business, then applies 
for his money when the layoff comes in the slack season. In theory he 
is supposed to accept whitever new job the unemployment people find 
for him but usually can manage to make himself unsuitable for,these 
jobs in some way whe.n the interview comes. Of Cabbages and Kings: I 
fear that those slobs who do nasty things unobserved around your home 
have unlimited mobility. A sample of my own sufferings in recent 
years: The backyard incinerator knocked over and its side smashed in. 
Part of an orange thrown-against the brand new storm door. An egg on 
my present car the first night I had it, although that may have been 
a mistake since the Jewish gentleman who lives nextdoor has been get
ting this treatment, from wasps for some time. One garbage pail stol
en or, more likely,, borrowed by a family who wanted to make ä lot of 
soup and never returned. Three initials cut with a knife into the 
top of the car. One or more Christmas trees dumped in the backyard 
every January. Rubber mats twice torn from the front porch steps. I 
didn’t lose my temper over any of these things as completely as I did 
the day last winter when I was forced to park several doors away be
cause a leaking gas main had caused an enormous excavation to yawn 
in front of my house and the next two houses down the street. Some
one put a note under the windshield wiper: ’’Park in your own place.” 
And I’ve never had an unfriendly word with a neighbor in a dozen, 
years at this address. There are psychopaths in this block or highly
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mobile visiting spoilers. Grue: Reappearance of this title is the 
only August event that didn’t seem anti-climactic to Armstrong’s 
first step. And to think that the very first lines inside will be 
lost on those who don’t read every word of The Worst of Martin. ’’ 
As Tina Hensel wasn’t saying but might very well have been, the odd 
thing about this conquest of us all by the phony and the ersatz is 
how we accept without objection the very things we felt scorn at in 
the 1940’s when they became wartime substitutes for the real things 
in warring dictatorships. Germany didn’t have enough real food or 
real metals and even promised its people small-sized people’s cars at 
which we all snortled loudly over here. At which point we leave this 
substitute for genuine mailing comments and proceed to the November 
distribution: The Fantasy Amateur: I hate to see FARA officers 
forced to hustle around and collect activity credit just like us hoi 
polloi. Surely there’s enough work and activity involved in the four 
officers’ obligations to exempt them from meeting the eight-page re
quirement when circumstances gang up on the officers. Horizons: I 
wondered how lonely I’d feel as the only member of True Grit fandom. 
But apparently there are many mundane people who see the light, even 
if the film hasn’t inspired any fanzines of its own. It was chosen 
as movie of the month in the Boxoffice poll, with the help of my vote, 
and has been averaging better than 200% business in its early weeks of 
showing. One professional football team went to see it en masse be
fore a crucial game and was sufficiently inspired to score a victory 
the next day. The Atlantic Monthly not only gave it a learned review 
but took up for Kim Darby, whom a few boorish and doubtless subversive 
writers had dared to criticize. I hope I survive whatever number of 
months may remain between w and the release of Norwood, the second 
Darby film. Aliquot: I got a taste of handwritten fanac during the 
two hospital sentences after broken hips. So I have special reason 
for hoping that Rusty returns immediately to typewriting capabilit
ies. Meanwhile, I believe that this represents FAPA’s first penman
ship publishing since the first coming of Louis Russell Chauvenet. 
Celephais: I’m on the board of directors of the local community ac
tion group that administers 0E0 projects, and I’ve felt for a long 
while the need to do things about the rundown suburban areas. Hagers
town has some that grew during World War Two, have been steadily de
clining in the quarter-century since, and are going to be absolute 
slums in another decade or two if something isn’t done. ’’ So I’m 
all that stands between FAPA and higher postage rates for the bundles? 
It’s taken 47 years, but I've finally found a purpose for living.
Rubber Frog: Something that bothers me about this FAPA senility is 
what happens to the fans who eventually drop out. Does loss of mem
bership really do serious things to the outlook on life of a Dan Mc
Phail or a Curt Janke? Does loss of that membership symbolize the 
final disconnection with youth? I suppose it’s not a critical event, 
but I can’t help remembering a situation years ago when someone per
suaded me that one member might be driven off the deep end if his 
membershin wasn’t rescued. ’’ The trouble with football is sloppi
ness. You see two or three errors at the most in a well-played base
ball game and in a football game everyone thinks the quarterback is a 
phenomenon if he completes two-thirds of his passes. The sight .of 
all those players losing their balance and falling when the action is 
twenty .yards away from them offends my sense of the fitness of things. 
I can’t understand why a quarterback should fumble the snapback any 
oftener than you see a baserunner move up because the pitcher missed 
the catcher's return toss. Besides, as far as I can see, nobody ever 
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knows officially who wins a football game. There is no provision in 
the rules for. an official scorer, as there is in baseball, and none 
of the officials on the field seems to'-have scorekeeping included 
among his obligations. As far as I can see, the guy who runs the . 
scoreboard could put up any figures he pleases a,nd nobody could 
claim the right to contradict them». Different: Different describes 
the eye with which I look at old prozine illustrations today. The 
lack of clouds on earth in the Paul picture suddenly looks very odd, 
now that all those real photographs have been brought back from 
space. Cognate: It might be just as much fuhand much less work to 
put.on at a party a live performance of an old time silent movie by 
a live cast. No dialogue to learn, you see, a major simplification, 
plus an extra role for someone chosen to hold up cards containing 
the essential printed bits of dialogue. Blackhawk Films has squil
lions of ancient one- and two-reeler melodramas in any of the home 
movie formats for study purposes, 8 mm, super-8,, or 16 mm. Sere on * s 
Bane: Fans might as well get used to such things as the shared bath
room in the. con hostelry. I’m convinced that hotels and fannish cons 
are coming.to .a permanent separation. Room rates are rising to im
possible heights, some of the fannish events are too big for most ho
tels, the drug problem will continue to be with us, and other solu
tions will be needed. Taking over an entire beach or mountain resort 
area out of season is one possibility. Another is campus facilities. 
’’ Feeling left out of abnegation, since I don’t smoke or drink or 
take trips, I decided recently to get virtuous in a second-rate man
ner, cutting down on coffee consumption. I’d been averaging six cups 
a day. I’m down now to four most days and never more than five, and 
haven’t minded the cutback. When I feel the .need for the fifth or 
sixth cup, I simply drink a batch of water and the urge goes away. 
Dia spar: I can sympathize with the harassment that the gawkers rep
resented to the hippies and the desire to flee those stares. But I 
can’t help simultaneously wondering if this isn’t a serious evidence 
of a basic wrongness in the hippie way of life. If that sort of liv
ing can’t withstand some publicity and tourists, how viable would it 
be when it encountered a really serious problem? A Propos de Rien: 
You’re apparently talking about a hot air furnace humidifier. There 
is no way to hook up one to the furna.ee when it is the steam heat 
variety, and the humidifier must be in the lived-in part of the 
house to provide effedtive moisture, not in the cellar. ’’ There 
must have been quite real reasons for the moon race, rather than a 
simple prestige struggle. I suspect two major motives in this na
tion: the fear that Russia would claim the moon as its own property 
if it-got there first in accord with old earth exploration tradition, 
even if new UN tradition called for an international moon; and the 
stupendous military importance of the moon, if only from the negative 
standpoint of making sure that nobody else puts nuclear missiles up 
there. You can think of ways in which you might search out and try 
to destroy a mis si le-launch! ng satellite sent up in earth orbit, but 
hew yo you find a base hidden somewhere among the tens of thousands 
of square miles of surface on the far side of the moon? Futurian 
Commentator: I filled out a civil defense form and got back recom- 
me'ndations for making my basement a fallout shelter. The basement as 
it exists seems to provide better than average protection and it 
wouldn’t be too expensive to increase the safety factor. I won’t. I 
know me well enough to be certain that I’ll go down there in case of 
radiation and stay a few hours and then come up on the supposition 
that if fallout is still lethal by now, civilization will break down
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to conditions too rough for a puny middle-ager like me to cope with. 
My civil defense preparations consist of trying to keep fresh batter
ies in ä flashlight and transistor radio, and perfectly good inten
tions to store a lot of drinking water real soon now. Of Cabbages 
and Kings; It’s been a long time since anyone mentioned a Robert Na
than story in a fanzine. Back in the 1940’s, he was much read and 
praised by fans. I wonder if Heinlein and Sturgeon will go out of 
favor as Nathan, Blackwood, and van Vogt have done? There was a fine 
film version of Portrait of Jennie, starring naturally Jennifer Jones, 
that never seems to turn up on television channels available in Hag
erstown, a monstrous pity. Poor Ric hard ’ s Almanack: Aren’t you argu
ing against yourself? You point to the bad effects of alcohol and ci
garettes, in support of the stand that some drugs should be legalized. 
But alcoholic beverages and tobacco were illegal in the past and I’m 
sure that they were legalized partly because of the very arguments now 
advanced to urge drug legalization—take the profit away from outlaws, 
keep prices lew enough so people needn’t steal to afford the substanc
es, and so on. I don’t believe that these analogies provide much cheer 
and comfort when vie think of a future in which drugs are legal. There 
is much more alcoholism today than during Prohibition, and I’ve seen 
figures which seem to prove that there’s more bootlegging today than 
during the great drought'. Look at any race track or Las Vegas to see 
the kind of people and atmosphere that accompany legalized gambling. 
Legalizing drugs would simply make it easier for everyone to try them, 
automatically augmenting the strain on hospital facilities, miseries 
in families where the wageearner had been fired for being under the 
influence when he was due at work, /and moreover you’d have in that fu
ture just as you have today the crowd who want to demonstrate rebel
lion by doing illegal things and we’d probably have an opium populari
ty wave. I don’t think it’s worse to take drugs than to drink but I 
find either activity a very unsatisfactory way to live. And I hate to 
see drugs taken up by young people before they’ve given reality a 
chance. ’’ Incidentally, in Maryland people who are hooked on heroin 
and are too poor to finance a cure can get welfare money to buy metha
done, which is just as addictive but lacks the bad side effects of her
oin. Bobolings: If you have trouble remembering the number of the 
new house, think with pity on the plight of a person who lives alone 
and has a telephone. There is absolutely no reason for me to call my 
own number, I can never remember it, and when I’m asked for it, I must 
look it up in my little notebook while everyone gawks and wonders why 
I’m so forgetful. ’* Maybe I’m the senior member of FAPA by now in 
one insignificant respect. My membership has never been in temporary 
limbo pending rescue. I don’t remember if Elmer Perdue was already a 
member when I joined, but he was virtually a non-menber a couple of 
times until an officer made a decision or a petition was assembled.
I think that. Speer’s membership once lapsed but was quickly renewed 
before the next mailing appeared, in the era when there was no waiting 
list and this was possible. ’’ Planning and control officer of the 
management information division? I hope I’m not divulging secrets 
that should be left undisturbed, but I’m pretty sure that this is the 
computer’s way of saying that Bob Favlat is now dictator of the na
tion. He: may not know it yet, same as the fellow in the Asimov story 
who'didn’t realize for a while that he had been selected as the sole 
voter in a major election. Even Stalin didn’t have such an imposing 
title, you know. ’’ Swisher really did keep track of fanzines’ con
tents for a while. Art Widner told in the April, 1941, issue of 
Spaceways about cards covering 5,000 fans (many of them undoubtedly 
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one-time appearances in prozine letter columns) with close to 200 
separate entries for such important fans as Wollheim and Ackerman, 
Also forgotten is the way Swisher put his ■ own opinions . into his 
index of the _ pro zine s, in the form of ratings appended to each sto
ry, One not e which I failed to attribute describes him as having 
spent a full year catching up-on back reading and succeeding in-the 
attempt in ’’45. There’s no doubt about it, though: fanzine contents 
remain the only virgin territory for bibliography in fandom. I re
call only three or four important fanzines that ever got indexed by 
contents arid. I doubt that any of those listings are now available. 
Kteic Magazine: Now: I know that fandom and prodom are indistingu
ishable. n lorg to receive the did. carbon-copied Kteics that were 
even franker than this, simultaneously with my realization that the 
beautifully reproduced new issue is luxury that the writing de
serves. I’m sure that Bill Rotsler will someday form a' part of the 
anecdotes and legends in every book .about Hollywood. Since l’ve 
been wanting to see more of Kim Darby, . I hope circumstances someday 
enable Bill to cast her in one of the films for general release. 
And' yet I. can’t get rid of a nagging sense of frustration about the 
success in the movies. I still feel that Rotsler is potentially one 
of the great artists of the world, and I-feel that all these years 
of still and motion pictures have been as depriving to the world as 
if Picasso had been crippled with arthritis in his hands during a 
couple of decades in the past. I hope something happens to bring 
tlie art out of Rotsler in the form of drawings and paintings. At 
least I don't have to think harshly of a 15-foot Dylan wig, as things 
turned out. The Tattooed Dragon Strike s Again: This is a small ex
ample of w±at we might have in quantity if the Rotsler bread were not 
being earned in other ways. I don’t know quite what to say about it, . 
except that it possesses all the considerable virtues of its prede
cessors and adds to them a new depth, a sort of pitying cynicism. I 
suspect that Rotsler is getting older, just like some of the other 
PAPA members, and it shows to good advantage in this manifestation. 
Horib; I knew something was wrong as soon as'I saw those margins, 
almost Warnerian in their miserliness. As.I’ve said so often about 
other members with declining interest,, the failure of FAPA to do 
something about its silliest tradition, the chronologically ordered 
waiting list, is the culprit and it’s more and more apparent that 
this spur-öf-the-moment tradition will grow into the organization’s 
murderer. Three years of regular and interesting FAPA activity is 
more than ve get from most new members, but it's sickening to think 
that there would have been six or more years of Lupoff writing and 
publishing, without the blind faitn in the’ premise that Timmy Taur- 
asi’s jerryrigged solution for the sudden question of what to do 
when more people want sd to be FAPAns than the membership limit per
mitted is the wisest and most irrevocable- of solutions. Terminus 
Telegraph:' Nov; all my wonderings about Amra are resolved except for 
why the volume hasn’t changed for so long and what caused it to make 
its only change to date. The dreary task of writing addresses and 
licking stamps and rigging up some kind of wrappers was one reason 
why I didn’t publish any more subscription fanzines after 1942. But 
I -should think that an even greater difficulty today would be: how do 
you decide whom to send your subscription fanzine to? .In Spaqeways’ 
lifetime, there was.no such thing as free copies for letters of com
ment. Subscription fanzines were scarce enough to permit trading' 
with every other fanzine without undue strain on the budget. You
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didn’t make scads of new friends outside fanzine fandom every time 
you attended a convention, to whom you felt an obligation to send 
your publication simply because you liked them, not because they read 
many fanzines. There were no real sub fandoms whose members might be 
interested in-certain items in your latest issue. Tucker wants me to 
revive Spaceways for the 40th anniversary of the allegedly first fan
zine and this is the matter that causes me to hesitate. I’m sure I 
wculd feel that I owed free copies to at least three hundred people, 
for recent kindnesses and if I sold some more copies, all that atten
tion to circulation might ruin all desire ever to create again a fan
zine of any description. *’ Isn’t it probable that a television 
network will need one of those three-dimensional star models pretty 
soon? There’s bound to be speculation some day soon on unmanned star 
probes and this will impel at least one network to do a documentary 
on the very different and special space flight problems involved in 
sending something to the stars, and a three-dimensional map will be 
essential to enable a moving camera to show by perspective changes 
tint the stars aren’t all pasted on a deep velvet background just be
yond the solar system. The Vinegar Worm: I don’t find any real con
flict between those two statements on how I view the world’s problems 
and what I might do about them. It’s something like the difference 
between tactics and strategy. I don’t pretend to look into the real 
soul of any politician and say that he’s a secret leftist when he 
seems to be a middle-of-the-roader, but even if the specific details 
are uncertain it’s easy to spot a coming upsurge of far right power 
and influence in the nation as a whole, as soon as the Vietnam mess 
is finally called off. ’’ Grosset & Dunlap published two or three . 
Claudy novels in its 50b hardbound edition for boys around the start 
of the 1930’s. I’ve seen them listed occasionally in used book cata
logs at reasonable prices, usually between $1 and ^2 a copy. The one 
about Mars whose title I can’t recall just now had a powerful influ
ence onmy thinking when I was just discovering science fiction. An 
important character’s body was killed so his brain could be used for 
Martian purposes, and this was more tragic than most fictional events 
I normally encountered. Then the twin heroes personified brain and 
brawn, a philosophical aspect of story-telling that also helped me to 
see how a good story can have something more than action. ’’ Lots of 
drivers seem to have resorted to tape playback units running off auto 
batteries- to relieve the barren condition of the radio waves. My in
ability to hear a radio when I’m driving makes it a pointless thing 
to buy. I concentrate entirely too much on road dangers and wouldn’t 
hear the tapes if I had them and the playback equipment. Kim Chi: 
Gunk sounds something like the steamed hamburger which is extremely 
popular in this valley but unknown in many civilized parts of the East. 
Visitors from afar can’t get used to hearing people order steamers in 
restaurants, and the first look at apparently predigested meat is also 
quite hard on observant travelers. ’’ It’s good to hear about Oakland 
gaining in symphony attendance. But it’s no use kidding myself: 
’’serious” or ’’concert” or ’’good” or ’’classical” or whatever you want 
to call the music is in bad straits in this country today. I hope it 
retains enough appeal to stay generally available-during the rest of 
my lifespan. The cause, I’m positive, is in the near-impossibility of 
performing most important contemporary music of this sort without en
ormous resources in manpower, equipment, skill, and perhaps special 
training for just this one performance. It's the first time in four 
or five centuries that the person with a few years’ musical-training 
couldn’t produce for himself the significant new music. It’s tragic.
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Auld Lang Syne for '69

This isn’t the first time I’ve summed up in Horizons a year that 
still had a few weeks to live. Nothing terrible has resulted from 
the presumption on the previous occasions, but once again, I feel as 
if I’m egging unidentified, unknown gods to vent wrath toward me for 
such presumption. Something might occur in the remaining days of the 
year that will make my emphasis on the matters in this summary seem 
in retrospect like the worst kind of reporting. My only consolation 
is the knowledge that December would be forced to. come up with a whop
ping big surprise, to top the moon flights and the batch of fannish 
honors that were the highlights of 1969’s first eleven months.

I’ve written at some length for another fanzine about my reac
tion to receiving a Hugo, and don’t intend to repeat or preview that 
article in Horizons. But the Hugo was only one of several big mom
ents in fandom for me: the Evans Memorial Award, the status of guest 
of honor at the 1971 worldcon in Boston., publication of All Our Yes
terdays., and yet another potential honor which I decided to decline 
with many thanks, I’ve always felt considerable pity for people who 
are vain .about concrete symbols of recognition, because obviously the 
intangibles-are the really important kinds of respect. But now that 
I have one trophy on a record cabinet, another on my desk, the auth
or ’ s .copies of the Advent book in'the spare bedroom, and a letter in 
my desk from T. Lewis telling me to get busy on my guest of honor 
speech, I realize that some concrete manifestations of the intangi
bles are nice, too. I see them occasionally and get a good feeling 
from what.I’ve seen, at moments.when I wasn’t thinking about them. 
This is much better than the foimer situation' of ■ being fairly cer
tain that a good many people appreciate the time and work I’ve given 
to fandom over the years.

I accepted the duties with the Boston convention after reject
ing them with many thanks, and then changing my mind because of a 
stern talking-to by Boston interests. I still don’t feel that I’m a 
good choice for the honor because I don’t drink, a'habit that makes 
it more difficult to be the perfect conventioneer, and because I’m 
so much older than most fans, who might feel happier paying tribute 
to a person no further than the next generation higher up. There is 
also the health problem, which has been increasingly on my mind and 
could conceivably cause real difficulties after two more years. But 
some second thoughts caused me to accept, among them the possibility 
that the only way I’ll ever talk myself'into attending a worldcon is 
by reason of an obligation which can’t possibly be avoided, and the 
chance that I’ll need in 1971 another massive dose of egoboo to keep 
up spirits" tlhat have been sinking steadily under the weight of mun
dane' burdens. ^ .. .. - ' • '

Publication of the fan history was a morale booster in many 
ways.. Letters keep coming in, most of them are in the vein of those 
that appeared in the last issue of'Horizons, and so far there hasn’t 
been any sign of a libel suit. ' If other states have the same statute , 
of limitations as Maryland, I still face two years and four months of 
suspense on this point. I made every effort not to be malicious, not 
to publish anything that could harm the present status of anyone men
tioned- in the book, but I haven’t, been able to shake the worry that 
someone will take violent exception to the irreverent attitude I dis
played to some events in the 194O's and will consult an attorney. I 
also possess, by a coincidence, just about the same waiting period 
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before it’s necessary.to start writing the manuscript for the history 
of the 1950’s. Advent tells me that the second volume can’t be pub
lished until perhaps 1973, because of commitments on other manu
scripts. I felt resentment at first to be shunted aside, then quick
ly realized that this is really best, after all. There still remain 
large amounts of research to be done on various matters, which would 
prevent completion of the manuscript for perhaps two years, even if I 
were told to work toward immediate publication. Concentrating on the 
fan history would kill for another two years or longer- any hope of 
writing the novels that I’ve had plotted out mentally so long. Then 
there is the knowledge that the 1950’s are still uncomfortably close 
to today’s fandom. It’ll be harder to write an acceptable book about 
that decade than about the period covered in All Our Yesterdays, be
cause so many mere fans from the more recent decade are still among 
us, and memories of the more recent happenings are fresher. . By 1973 
or .thereabout s, it might be harder to spot my mistakes. Since this 
long interval before publication lies ahead, I hope to do things dif- 
rerently, or more precisely, to follow a revision of the procedure 
that I’d Intended to carry out for the first volume. I hope to do a 
good many long articles for fanzines on various phases of the 1950’s, 
covering much.of the ground that Son of All Our.Yesterdays will even
tually work over. In this way, corrections and additional memories 
will presumably get published in fanzine letter columns, and will be 
available for incorporation in the later manuscript of the book. The 
plan'-will have the further advantage of preserving much of my labors, 
in case I should drop dead or gafiate or become completely incoherent 
before the second volume gets published. Please, don’t everyone ask 
at once for some of these articles. None of them will be ready until 
I’ve done more note-taking. Meanwhile, the Willis biography in War- 
hoon could be considered a sample of what I hope to turn out.

Only two thing’s spoiled this year of fannish honors. One was in
ability to get. to the St. Louis convention. I started feeling ill in 
mid-August, and decided at the last minute that while St. Louis is a 
fine place to visit, I wouldn’t want to die there. As things turned 
out, I felt fairly good in Hagerstown during the Labor Day weekend and 
didn’t start to get really sick until the middle of September. The 
other disappointment involves my failure to keep up with fannish obli
gations, particularly during the last part of the year. Up to early 
summer, I was falling behind on Iocs, correspondence, and similar mat
ters at a seemly, moderate pace. But in the last months, I’ve been 
near panic from the galloping pileup of undone things. You can’t ima
gine how it hurts to know that all these unpaid fannish debts are in 
and. on the same desk that holds a Big Heart Award. Trying to be ob
jective about it, I tell myself that fandom is now too big for anyone 
tb do all the things that people expect him to do, and that there were 
many days, this fall and earl y winte r when I was physically unable t.o 
do anything more intellectual than take pills. But there’s a large 
gray area in my conscience which I don’t dare explore too minutely. 
It involves such questions as whether it was proper and right that I 
watched movies on television on some nights when I had a teadache which 
fanac might have worsened severely, and whether I should take some pos
itive action like a form letter informing fans that I’m in too deep 
and’must cut back, as a more ethical and honest form of behavior than 
this predestined losing battle to do tho impossible.

The. doctor says that low blood pressure and a misbehaving sinus 
are the principal causes of the health problems. He wants to do some 
body renovations which I haven’t permitted as yet because he won’t 
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guarantee its effectiveness. . Moreover, he doesn’t know about another 
physical malfunction or two, which I’ve decided to save for another 
occasion to complain about. I hope that I’m not blaming my body un
fairly for much of the indolence and idleness that has reigned in 423 
Summit Avenue of late. Maybe I’m finally getting tired of everything 
that I formerly loved. There are enough days when I rush around en
ergetically, attacking problems and working at chores with the old
time enthusiasm, to convince me that it’s sickness, not a real change 
in attitude and interests, that has been to blame.

Meanwhile, this was also the year of space travel’s first big 
achievements. The second moon flight isn’t completed-as I type, and 
I hope that I don’t jinx the returning astronauts by writing about it 
as successfully concluded before the splashdown. This one worried me 
almost as much as the first landing on the moon, because I kept wond
ering if the perfection of that first expedition was a thousand-in- 
one stroke of luck. The Eagle could have come down on a level, solid 
spot by accident and the next ten Apollos might crash in landing, or 
the -limited length of the first moonwalk might have saved death from 
some unsuspected radiation or bacterial cause. The November flight 
was easier to follow, because I’d scheduled a week’s vacation to per
mit giving full attention to it. Then I just couldn’t give up the 
sleep needed to follow all the wee-hour procedures, while I was feel
ing so bad, and I ended up missing the only moments of color televi
sion from the moon’s surface. Fortunately, I saw the entire tele
cast that followed the Apollo’s escape from lunar orbit to return to 
earth and I found this unexpectedly impressive. To see the moon 
dwindle gradually over a span of a half-hour gave a sense of pres
ence in space, a proof of travel through space, that hadn’t come in 
quite the same way from any previous transmissions from space.

■ Even though it appears that these first two trips have provided 
no evidence of extra-terrestrial life, I’m still convinced that the 
moon has some important secrets to give up. Maybe something will be 
found the first time space travelers go several miles from the land
ing site. It’s logical to assume that any bems in the neighborhood 
before the landing would be frightened far away by the impact of the 
touchdown. More logically, if there’s any life on the moon, the sur
face is the only area of the moon where we shouldn’t expect to find 
it. That life would be the kind that burrows deep into dust or lives 
.in crevices or has somehow fashioned homes far below the surface, 
away from those stupendous temperature changes and unimpeded solar 
radiation and the meteorite menace.. Even if nothing is found on or 
below the surface of the moon during the Apollo flights, I won’t give 
up belief that there’s evidence somewhere on the moon that we aren’t 
alone in the universe. If Vegans flew, to the moon 100,000 years ago, 
found nothing of interest, and left behind a small amount of litter, 
we’ll find it eventually but it’ll be a long while before we’ve ex
plored ;enough of the moon’s surface to have much chance of finding 
such evidence of bem visitors, by any law of probability.

... And still the newspapers and broadcasters hammer away at the re
marks by people who think that money spent on the space problem is 
needed to solve problans like poverty and biogtry. I cannot compre
hend why the space program, one of the minor manifestations of sci
ence from the standpoint of either money or manpower, should be segre
gated for this kind of criticism, Why shouldn’t the criticism also 
center on astronomy courses in colleges, development of new kinds of 
aircraft, laser research, and a thousand other kinds of scientific ac
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tivities? At the risk of taking the same stand as Spiro Agnew, I be
lieve in the existence of informal conspiracies by the media to take 
united stands on various ratters, and the space program currently is 
in approximately the same situation as a supreme court nominee: some
thing the administration is backing and therefore to be potshot at, 
in'a time when the media are anti-administration.

Barring a miracle in the few remaining weeks, 1969 winl end with 
me still in a condition of regular gainful employment. I remain 
steadfast in the decision to quit that regular job, and I continue to 
feel that the time has not yet come. The ne st egg that I’d long ago 
considered necessary to giving up regular employment will finally be 
on hand in the first months of 1971, unless unexpected events inter
vene, and that is the current target date for quitting, subject to a 
fit of temper too great to be conquered between now and then. But in 
a lot of ways, this is the hardest single decision that I’ve ever 
faced. It’s a decision that can really be made only once, there can 
be no effective later change of mind about the decision, and the wrong 
decision could mean years of misery from either the financial or ment
al standpoint. If I get out of Hagerstown newspaper work, nothing 
could ever persuade me to take newspaperwork elsewhere, for the 
things to which I object are not peculiar to the press in Hagerstown. 
I’m too old to find any other kind of work at anything approaching my 
present salary. Inflation might arrive -and put me into an impossible 
position, with no regular job. Or the eternity of eighteen years be
fore retirement that now exists might shrink sharply if I stuck it 
out .a while longer—it’s not unlikely that social security rules will 
alter to get aging people out of jobs before they’re 62 or 65 and the 
newspaper would probably be happy to change its retirement plan to 
coincide, since this would mean more workers at low starting salar
ies and fewer who’d built up wages by regular increases over the 
years. On the other hand, I was deeply impressed by a letter from 
the wife of a former fan who is' even younger than I am and has managed 
to sunport himself, wife and two children on a modest retirement in
come. "Go ahead, Harry, it’s easy«’... Of course we do without a lot 
of frills and sometimes it would be nice to get something special 
without figuring up a way to do it without scrimping on something 
else...but it’s rather nice to be a whole family at home together with 
no need .to face the rat race every day. ... You’d be surprised how 
easy it is to live on a retirement income as long as you don’t try the 
idiotic habit most people have of keening ahead of the neighbors. 
Cheech! So, I hone you DO live up to your promise to yourself to re
tire soon. Life is too short to spend it doing something one does not 
enjoy.” '

. There’s the added problem that Hagerstown may soon become unin
habitable for a person of my disposition. It’s getting bigger and 
bigger, more and more dilapidated, increasingly a prey to the promot
ers and real estate speculators and ’’planners”. I grew up in a town 
where any destination was within walking distance, most of whose res
idents I knew by name or by face, where costs were reasonably low, in 
keeping with t.he low wage scales.- Now some families move into Hagers
town and some'other people move away almost every .year, my feet start 
to hurt if I walk to the suburban shopping centers, and the Hagerstown 
dollar is almost identical with the United States dollar. The situa
tion could become impossible if either of two predictions come true. 
There is a theory that the intersection of two interstate highways, 
70 and .81, just outside Hagerstown will cause a giant industrial boom 
here because of new transportation advantages. And there’s the be-
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lief, carefully nourished by real estate men, that the Hagerstown area 
will soon be a suburb of the Baltimore-Washington metropolises, now 
that it’s possible to drive to the edge of either city from here in 
an hour.'. This belief foresees tens of thousands of people with jobs 
around those big cities buying homes up. here to be a little further . 
fron- the riots and bombing targets. Farmland that once sold for a 
couple hundred dollars an acre now brings ten times as much, and .spe
culators Pave driven the price of mountainside timberland up to fan
tastic levels.-as they urge people to buy while there’s still time or 
for .investment purposes. I have hopes that such horrible things will 
not-be .in Hagerstown’s future. It seems much more likely that both 
the. automobile and the large city will be growing obsolete in another 
decade ortm. I still think about expatriating myself, knowing per
fectly well that each month I wait, the smaller become my chances of 
makipg that break.

..Meanwhile, 1969 produced a considerable change in my behavior on 
the job. I’ve abandoned completely the custom of being a gocd journ
alist, - for reasons involving distortion of the things I write before 
they see print and rebellion against having been the only general du
ty.reporter of’events for the morning paper during three or four of 
the year’s months. I’ve broken away from most of the non-reporting 
activities. I’m taking pictures for the newspaper on only the rarest 
of occasions because they don’t seem to want local pictures and the 
equipment, supplied for photographic purposes is entirely inadequate. 
By loud and prolonged screaming every time I’m asked to put out the 
paper, I’ve managed to break free of headline-writing and dummying 
chores except when there’s a genuine emergency. I no longer work 40 
hours most weeks, after averaging 46 to 50 hours during most of the 
weeks of the previous quarter-century and no compensation for over
time. I speak quite bluntly and frankly about the newspapers’ fail
ings to anyone who brings up the topic, and undoubtedly a lot of the 
opinions I express are getting back to the management. This fall, I 
topped off all these heresies by committing the ultimate act of defi
ance, reducing sharply my contribution to the United Fund. I sent 
the difference to UNICEF, without. giving anyone at the office my 
reasons. They involve some wasteful procedures I’ve observed at 
member agencies, the fact that United Fund money has been used to 
establish inessence segregation in local swimming pools after a 
group of Uncle Toms was prodded into setting up an organization to 
run a pool in the former Negro school so that only token integration 
will be in effect at the YMCA pool. I get awake in the night some- ’ 
times, worrying over the new work patterns, despite the fact that I 
could goof off much worse than this for the next eighteen years and 
still, not compensate for the undue time and effort and energy I put 
into the job during the first quarter-century I worked it. I didn’t 
know, whether to laugh or become hysterical when late in the year I 
was informed of a raise, which turned out to be the largest raise ' 
l/ve ever received, and retroactive to last May. The only comparable 
jay increase came after the abortive attempt to unionize the report
ing. staffs in Hagerstown, in which I’d been a ringleader, and the man- 
ägement somehow acquired the idea that I’d been anti-union and wanted 
to reward me for it. '

' So Hagerstown’s newspaper purchasers didn’t read this year about 
a’lot' of interesting things I heard about but didn’t find the time or 
inclination to follow up. Not five miles from Hagerstown there’s a 
building erected for freezing sick people until science can-cure them 
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just ’like the plots in three out of every four novels of the future 
you’ll find today on your paperback racks. I have directions on how 
to reach it (they chose so secluded a spot that you can’t even drive 
closer than a quarter-mile to it), the name of the Washington, D.C., 
organization which sponsors it, the identity of the local man who has 
been working with this group, and I’ve been too apathetic to make the 
contacts and find out if they’re actually in operation and how elab
orate it is and whet her it’s the mainline sort of project or some de
rivative therefrom. The lowest temperature ever recorded in October 
here occurred tnis autumn, nobody else on the staff thought to write 
a story about the unusually chilly dawn, and I didn’t volunteer my . 
statistics to reveal the fact to the populace. The critical shortage 
of nursing home beds got even worse when financial difficulties forced 
the man to close down one just outside the business district of Hag
erstown, and you won’t find a word about this in the newspapers, ei
ther, because I seem to be the only journalist who heard about it and 
when I heard about it, I wanted to do le.ss strenuous things than get 
a statement from him. I wrote a few paragraphs, deep in another sto
ry, about something that could become a national scandal if a yellow 
enough big city journalist should get hold of it. A technic al-voca
tional high school was built with Appalachia funds here three years 
ago and now; the school system is talking about abandoning it and get
ting federal money to build a replacement. This really isn’t as aw
ful as I’ve made it sound for the sake of illustration: the existing 
building is on the junior college campus, it could be converted to 
part of the junior college to take care of the mushrooming enroll
ment, thus saving an application for federal money to expand the jun
ior college, and the school system would abandon it only in the paper 
sense of turning it over to a separate entity, the junior college 
trustees, who happen to be identical with the board of education. But 
you. can imagine what could be done with this story, if key facts were 
glossed over and a few pictures of the Hagerstown slums were pub
lished. I should have Told All, to avoid future complications. Then 
there was the routine obituary involved in the death of a Hagerstown 
service man in Germany. Death came from an accident, the news, item 
said. I have an odd feeling that if I dug deeply enough, it could 
turn into a very big news story. When the body came back, I asked 
the undertaker about the accident, and he, who normally will give as 
much grisly inside information as I want off the record, wouldn’t 
talk. From friends and relatives of the soldier I learned that they 
had be.en startled to find his body blown up. He’d been a flat sort 
of fellow physically and after death he’d been made barrel-ehested. 
Someone who" knew the-family managed to get to the body in the funeral 
home long enough to verify some things they’d suspected. Bones were 
not where they should be in some parts of the body. Gloves were past
ed on his hands. There was every evidence that he’d been roundly 
crushed and the accident had been described as a fall down the stairs. 
Maybe there’s an unsensational explanation for it: a filing cabinet 
might have fallen down the steps when he did and landed atop him. But 

“he was in intelligence work and nobody could even find out for sure
what building he’d fallen in. .

Instead of bothering about such vocational matters, I’ve contin- 
‘ued most of my other hobbies. Record collecting continues to be af
fected by my semi-boycott of new recordings because of the refusal of 
the American recording industry to let the people who prefer monaural 
discs ' purchase them. I’ve bought a few new stereo records, releas
es that I just can’t imagine living-without. But several lucky breaks 
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increased the mono resources of the collection during 1969. There, 
was the day I found a new second-hand establishment in Hagerstown, 
and the immediate disappointment at discovering price scales far out 
of line. ' ..The’ union mission and Goodmil Industries stores never 
charge more than 150 for a paperback but the Odd Ball Shop wanted 
half the cover price for everything, even when it was a coverless 
copy. . .Any textbook, no matter how.outdated or small, costs a dollar 
or. more. The store was trying to sell an old atlas by the page, cut 
out any map you want and pay a dollar for it, and a few of the ex- 
cruc-iat.ingly distorted 45 rpm albums of classical music Capitol is
sued'when RCA Victor pushed that speed were available at original 
list price in. battered condition. Then on my second visit I discov
ered several-.cartons full of Ip’s in a distant corner of the place, 
saw that they sold for 400 apiece, and found that-nearly half of them 
were Camdens. This was Victor’s cheap reissue brand that in the ear
ly-years of the Ip era offered Ip editions of vast amounts of the old 
78 rpm releases. The series didn’t sell particularly well, and sur
vived; only in the form’of low-priced, new. recordings, mostly mood and 
ba.ckgro.und mus.ic , and the original catalog of classical releases be
came quit?, rare. Some of the Camden reissues later turned up at full 
Ip price in-the Victor Collectors Series and others were never rein
carnated, .and by now the stereo pogrom has driven almost all of them 
into- limbo. I picked up dozens of discs I’d wanted.and hadn’t bought 
while., they were" in record stores. The store had a half-dozen or more 
copies of some discs, almost all looked unplayed, and I can’t imagine 
where they came from unless a wholesaler had. somehow mislaid them for 
the. past fifteen years or so. Then a mailorder firm offered for some 
reason a. large portion of the Desto catalog for less than a buck per 
.disc and I bought extensively from the American music which this la
bel reissued from a long-defunct subscription series. The discs will 
never be used to demonstrate high fidelity equipment but the sound 
quality is. quite good enough for me, and most of the compositions are 
unavailable on other labels, works of composers who will eventually 
gain the respect, status, and performance frequency that have come 
for Ives. .

I’ve made no attempt to equip myself to play any of the new 
forms in which tapes are being offered. Cassettes and cartridges are 
doubtlessly convenient and s’pace-saving but I can’t believe that they 
offer any real advantage over Ip discs, if the music-lover has space 
enough for. the bulk o-f a turntable. Instead of trying to make reel- 
to-reel tapes more convenient by such packaging, I would think that 
the recording industry would do better to adapt the Ip record to 
challenge the only feature that reel-to-reel tapes can beat existing 
records at, uninterrupted stretches of music. A four teen-inch record 
playing.at perhaps .24 rpm would make it easy to put more than an hour 
of music on each side of the disc, eliminating, side breaks in every- 

‘thing except the minutest fraction of long acts of operas.. Nor have . 
I finished upgrading; my reproduction equipment, which I started to do 
four or five years age and halted when I decided I wouldn’t be a jour
nalist much longer and should save all possible money. As long as 
Seraphim is keeping tie flame of mono with those marvelous and numer
ous reissues, I may never feel the urge to get the FM tuner and good 
tape desk, that are my principal remaining needs. A small table model 
radio gives sound quality in keeping with the quality of most FM pro
gramming that can be heard in. Hagerstown, and my old, modestly priced 
Wollensäk .tape recorder is adequate for the use .to .which I normally 
put tape: recording and claying back stuff from the airwaves, like 
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Natalie Wood movie soundtracks.
■ In this cunning Way, I have made a transition to the confession 

I’ve been dreading. Movies continue to increase their obsessive pow
er over me. There is no sense in a man of my age, who has paid lit
tle attention to movies for almost all his life, suddenly allowing 
himself to go to pieces this way. But it has happened, and the great
er horror consists in the fact that it isn’t just one special manifes
tation of'the film art that interests me. I’ve become in just a coup
le of terrible years wildly interested in art movies, silent movies, 
foreign films, today’s Hollywood movies, the old films that appear on 
the surviving late shows, documentaries, everything, even unto irrel
evant matters involving the life of this or that actor. By now I can 
tell you more about the deaths of Paul Bem and Virginia Rappe than 
about what happened in Room 770 at the Nolacon. It wouldn’t be so 
bad, if this obsession didn’t have such an enormous supply of time
consumers on'which to feed. It takes three or four times as long to 
watch one movie as it does to read most fanzines. If I buy an 8 mm 
version of a film for myself, I want to see it over and over indefin
itely. If I can’t restrain myself in conversation and mention some
thing about the movies, I’m usually doomed to an hour-long discussion 
since almost everyone has opinions on the movies; if I mention Rich
ard Strauss or Joe B. Drapkin to the same person, I don’t get nearly 
as much response. Somehow, I’ve forced myself not to invest in a 
■video tape recorder., knowing that the existing machines are over
priced, primitive, and perhaps incompatible with what will be in use 
a few years in the future. But the temptation to invest is enormous 
when I contemplate the gradual decline of movie programming on tele
vision and the strong trend to show little except color films. It’s 
quite possible that when I finally feel safe in making the purchase, 
most of the scenes I’d like to own will be unobtainable because the 
movies containing them are no longer deemed suitable for televising. '

I can’t imagine what has gotten into me. If I were interested 
only in old movies it would be easy to diagnose the trouble as nos
talgia, but that isn’t the case. I didn’t meet a movie star or watch 
a film being produced, incidents that might have explained.things if 
they’d incidented. Curiously, I’ve lost interest in live drama: the 
local little theater and college productions have struggled without 
my patronage for several years and I didn’t go to the legitimate the
atre on either of my last two expeditions to Philadelphia and New 
York. The only conceivable explanation that occurs to me is the fact 
that all this film fascination can be handled without much effort or 
thinking. I see movies by turning on the television set, the public 
library has lots of reading matter on the topic, and it’s easier to 
use my 8 mm projector than to show 35 mm slides or get things set up 
for tape recording. The general lassitude and loss of energy to do 
difficult things which I’ve referred to previously could be seizing 
upon movies as something that takes up so much of my time that I’ve 
lost opportunity to do many more troublesome things 1 .

But somehow I’ve managed to read some science fiction. The sit
uation involving me and professional science fiction is an exaggerat
ed version of the fannish activities: I’m far back. I keep reading 
paperbacks issued three or six-or ten years ago, feeling that I 
really should catch up on these before I tackle the new stuff, and 
today’s paperbacks are years old when I finally remember which ones 
I was determined to read. The only advantage that occurs to me from 
this situation is a kind of' immediate nostalgia accompanying the 
first reading of many popular stories.- The mind retains just enough 



memory of all the reviews and discussions of a book over the years to 
provide a sort of self-deception, a sense that I’m reading for a sec
ond time a book that I first encountered so long ago that most details 
are forgotten. Of pourse, I have no apparent memory of whether I en- 
joyedthe book on-that non-existent first reading, so there’s a tang 
of suspense to.accompany the fake nostalgia. On the other hand, it 
really is .quite a mystery, why I' read fifty or more science fiction 
books and a few science fiction magazines every year. I don’t really 
enjoy what I read enough to justify the time involved. Time after 
time, in the middle of almost.any story, I ask myself what I’m doing . 
with, this fiction when there is so much non-fiction and such an enor
mous quantity of mundane fiction that I’ve always wanted to read. It *
is a puzzle that has several possible explanations. There could be a 
sense of duty, a feeling that it is imperative to have some knowledge 
of the professional matters discussed in many fanzines, or an instinc
tive, belief that a person who messes around with science fiction fan
dom must suffer the consequences, by patronizing the literature which 
spawned his hobby. Or I might be greedy -enough to believe that I ac
tually will get those science fiction novels I keep talking about on 
genuine paper some day soon, a procedure that would require some 
knowledge of the way modem science fiction is written in the fore
front of the 'subconscious. Somewhere I once backed the theory that 
we read science fiction for the sake of 'the- minute percentage of great 
moments concealed in the overwhelming bulk of crud, much as the Forty- 
Niners went through months of the worst privations and roughest envir
onment for the sake of the few minutes which provided them with a few 
pounds of gold, Even the best science fiction has awful faults that 
jump up and down before the eyes of any attentive reader, and mediocre 
science fiction is bad to an extent that wouldn’t be allowed by pub
lishers of any other kind of fiction and still we read it. I don’t 
feel that I’m wasting time when I listen to music or take photographs 
or do anything else tint I do because I want to. In short, I feel 
toward professional science fiction just as most fans eventually feel 
toward fandom, sooner or latet, but I stick with the stories and the 
majority of fans gafiate when they get the urge. - What was the old 
proverb about the line between hate and love possessing the sharpness 
of a name brand razor?

. One-other factor might be the knowledge that I’m squaundering a 
resource that I would have clutched eagerly to my bosom a few years 
back. Maryland’s public libraries got together and decided to' ex
change diplomatic recognition to one another. Anyone who possesses a 
card enabling. him to ' borrow books from any library in the state can . 
use the same card to borrow books at any other library.in Maryland, •
and books borrowed from this library may be returned to that library 
without causing any eyebrows behind the circulation desk to arch. It 
had been possible in the past to borrow books 'from Enoch Pratt, the 
Baltimore library^ through the Hagerstown establishment, by filing re
quests at the local institution, but this involves mail delays and the 
Hagerstown library has no complete catalog of the Baltimore holdings. 
And here I am, a year later, without having taken advantage even once 
of the possibilities that this opens. My inability to breatle freely 
in Baltimore might have helped to discourage me, but it still seems 
like a waste of a very large quantity of excellent books. I don’.t ev
en patronize the Hagerstown library often tnough to have known immed
iately that it had formally ghettoized science fiction. It adopted a 
policy of ma rking. on ■ the spine of each science fiction book a large 
plus mark, and has a little sign up to notify everybody about this 
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policy. Nobody will tell me if it is done to help people find or 
avoid science fiction. .

Time spent on a couple dozen science fiction novels really ought 
to have gone to doctoring this house and its surroundings. The prop
erty is even older than I am, and betrays it s age nearly as obvious
ly as I do. At the time of typing, I'm not yet certain whether a, 
plumbing problem has been completely solved—the plumbing in this 
house, that is. An enormous water bill frightened me more than a 
month ago. I spent three weeks fighting city hall, because there 
were discrepancies in the readings on this and previous bills. By 

_ the time I discovered that there really was a leak despite the fact
that the previous meter had gone bad some time before and had been 
replaced by a new meter which was accidentally started off on a high 

• reading, and then located a plumber who was willing to make a house .
call, I was in the midst of my headache cycle and the course of ev
ents from then on is distorted in memory. The plumber blamed an un
mentionable feature of the bathroom as the cause of the problem, put 
in a new piece of machinery, and refused to return after his sur
gery created a new and very plain constant noise of running water. 
This noise has since stopped and I don't know if all is well or it’s 
all a nightmare. The furnace also drove me close to theimal undergar
ment S for.several weeks in Novenber. An absolutely mad repairman did 
not help things any. I never knew how impressively large sparks can 
be drawn from control boxes of oil burners, until I watched him.at 
work or, more likely, showing off. The unceasing battle against the 
awesome proliferation of nature in the back yard was fairly successful 
this .year, principally through the help of neighbors who did most of 
the work in return for small payment plus the privilege of keeping 
the kids' larger toys under the overhang of my back porch and storing 
some junk in the lower floor of the garages at the end of the yard. 
But their services did not extend to the alley side .of the garages, 
and as I watched helplessly during the summer, vines that had previ
ously been quite unaggressive trapped tha't side of the garages in an 
unbreakable embrace. Fortunately, no cars were trapped inside. The 
garages were const rue ted. when cars were, shorter. Now only compact . 
cars can be maneuvered into the garages, for lack of alley Width, and 
the people around here who .own compact cars can’t afford to pay me . 
thiee bucks a month. Up to this point--unberufen—1969 has not re-, 
suited in another breaking and entering by squirrels. But I fear it 
is just a matter of time. Squirrels are incredibly numerous in the 
entire neighborhood, they are constantly running around the roofs of 
all the houses in search of pigeon eggs, and it is really quite 
nervewracking, awaiting the resumption of trouble. I’ve actually 
been losing sleep over it on some mornings when they wake me soon af-

. ter “dawn and I lie awake trying to figure out whether they’re atop or
inside the attic , During my growing attainment of complete miserli
ness, my sole remaining extravagance has been to continue the con
tract with the exterminator. It seems like a sinful waste, to write 
a monthly check for a half-hour visit by an exterminator. But it 
will mean a better chance for quick help if the squirrels do break in 
again, it will mean no extra fee for emergency calls, and meanwhile 
it’S nice to have almost total freedom from bugs. I used to find one 
cockroach monthly in this house, summer and winter, and now one shows 
up at approximately six-month intervals. Some ground was lost 
briefly during the summer .when one large and lively hornet appeared 
in the house each day, with awful regularity, but I spotted a crevice 
which was apparently inviting them to enter the walls, and plugged it. 
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The house needs an exterior paint job .in the worst imagi nable way, 
but I put it off in the spring until fall and then felt entirely too 
bad in the fall to cope with painters who wouldn’t believe the true 
fact that I haven’t been able to get some of the windows open since 
the last time it was painted. The place looks shabby but maybe it 
is a little less .likely to be burglarized or given a higher assess
ment with such an Appalachian appearance. House painters and a bach
elor’s way of living are incompatible, one reason why I dread the or
deal almost as much as I hate to think of the expense involved. It 
is sinful to waste.a week’s vacation to stay home and keep an eye on 
painters and it is foolhardy to leave them alone in the house. One 
made off with an excellent pair of binoculars the last time the work 
was. done.

The neighborhood continues to change, as most of the remaining 
permanent residents die off. Two went this fall. Mr. Bowers was 
listed in the published obituaries as being in his nineties, but I 
have my doubts about that. I first knew him in 1943, long before I 
moved..down .the street from his home. At that time he looked awfully 
old and feeble, as he puttered around the ' courthouse where he earned 
a token salary for doing little, in recognition of long years of more 
strenuous duties. .. Later I ran across a picture of him taken with 
other county officials who were in office at the start of the 1930’s, 
and he looked immensely ancient, at least 80, at that time. He’d 
been bedridden for many years, and physicians were keeping him alive 
by cutting off limbs and other areas at regular intervals; there 
couldn’t have been much left of him at the end, but that much must 
have been awfully old. «Tust last week the old gentleman who lived in 
ihe apartment house .nextdoor died and this could mean major trouble 
ferine soon. His widow probably won’t stay there, it’s an exception
ally large apartment, and I fear a family with several children. Ev
en two more children will cause this block to pass the saturation 
point for the small fry and might nake it totally uninhabitable for a 
person.with my habits. ' .

I don’t dislike children, I get along with them as well as any 
adult does, but I feel that I’m being hypocritical when I turn the 
other cheek and ..don’t get after them for all the harmless but annoy
ing things. My auto’s.mirror outside the front passenger seat is aw
fully hard to adjust to just the right angle because you can’t reach 
it'while. sitting' in the spot from.which you’ll be using its reflec
tion, fand when a ten-year-old turns it .around each morning to make 
sure she is properly groomed before going to visit her friend across 
the street I sense an oven stronger link with the destiny of W.C. 
Fields. It doesn’t hurt the house, in the least for a small , boy to 
practice soccer kicks or his slider off its side, but the noise can 
complicate needlessly the rhythm .of a Beethoven string quartet. And 
over and. beyond direct nuisances by specific children in the neigh- 
borhopd, I feel more and more that it’s unfair for my life as an ad
ult to be.circumscribed in so.many ways by the nation’s children en 
masse.,. and there’s undoubtedly some interaction in my psyche between 
the few and the many. I resent deeply the fact that television of
ferings up to 10 p.m. or thereabout are deprived of certain attrib
utes because largh quantities of children are watching, and it’s an^ 
noying that Saturday morning should be so sacred to kids’ cartoons, 
because that would be an ideal watching time for me. I find it some
how wrong that .I should be helpless from the retaliation standpoint, 
when two children sit down on either side of me at a lunch counter 
and devote their energies to kicking me. It’s probably stinginess, 
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rather than reason, which causes me to feel that a very substantial 
portion of my income is wrongly taken from me to educate other folks’ 
children... .1 know how inseparable free public education is from the 
good of the nation and the world and yet when I calculate how many 
hundreds of my dollars go each year to a purpose which gave me little 
benefit (most of my education was at a parochial school) and probably 
won’t be useful in the future unless I start breeding very late in 
life.,. I wonder. Surely the original necessity for free public educa-- 
tion was the fact- that this was so largely an agricultural nation, ■ 
with a large proportion of the population raising and making on the 
farm most .of the essentials of life instead of purchasing them. Und
er those circumstances, hardly anyone except the rich could have pos
sibly paid tuition. But today—and again I emphasize my awareness 
that this is the miser’s voice-—I wonder if part of the public educa
tion bill shouldn’t be paid by the parents, if the parents are above 
the poverty level? The enormous rise in the cost of schools must be 
harder on the low-income' people through direct and indirect tax obli
gations than on the rich. There might be less tendency for kids to 
goof off during classes if they knew that the old man was shelling 
out a few dollars a month for these studies. The birth rate might 
decline .scmewhat, if parents realized that a third or fourth child 
would start to run up their bills, for school quite high a half-dozen 
years from now. Most important of all,, tuition demands on parents 
might lead to demands by parents for sweeping changes in education 
to bring down costs. I’m convinced that the present system of put
ting thirty or so kids in a classroom is a hopeless compromise,-that 
gives neither the opportunity for individualized instruction that a 
lower pupil-to-teacher ratio would provide, nor the economies that 
would result by more general use of teaching machines and modern 
testing methods. One thing seems to be certain: it is flatly impos
sible for the present increase in the cost of schools to continue 
much longer solely through taxes.

But as I said, I’m two-faced enough to hide from kids the-por
tion of my sentiments that finds them repressive and unduly expens
ive to non-parents. On the other hand, in the course of 1969 I. took 
the serious step of dropping most of my. mask at the office. I got 
tired of t-reating equally the co-employes whom- I like and those whom 
I detest. . I started to have, as little as possible to do with the . 
latter group, to state flatly my opinion of things they did when it 
was a choice between that action and persiflage, to speak to them on
ly when necessity demanded, and to put on temper displays on several 
occasions when someone broke the typewriter I use at the office or 
left my desk covered with a quarter-inch layer of rubber cement. I 
am sure tint'some people in Hagerstown think that I’ve become crabby 
and mean: in my old age but I consider it a form .of. hone sty that I 
should have adopted long ago. It might help to get me fired, but 
that would be mostly an advantage, since it would end all this shil
ly-shallying over when I should resign. I am treating the execut
ives as I’m treating the working cla-ss at the newspaper, you see. 
I seem tobe getting along as well as before with people everywhere 
else in Hagerstown and I find it necessary to use much less hypocri
sy to retain good relations with them. And I think I really have 
justification for feeling contempt for a lot of the people with whom 
I work: thefts of things left on my desk, intercepted mail for no 
cause whatsoever, rewriting of passages in stories into absolute lies 
for not a 'single sane reason that I can find, individuals who smoke 
constantly and yet refuse to work in an office where air conditioners 
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are in operation, favoritism on the part of management toward anyone 
from another city and, preferably, another state, either as employe 
or as subject for. news, and worst of all the kids who arrive fresh 
out of college where they switched to journalism for the sake of get
ting graduated when the issue was in grave peril, and new feel them
selves immensely superior in intellect, morals and experience to ev
ery resident of this city and county. I know the limitations of pub
lic officials and store managers and the town drunk quite well, but I 
can’t bear to hear these people libeled for the wrong reasons in the 
kids’ conversations, then written ina ccurately about, and refused the 
courtesy of a straight correction the next day. . An example was a re
cent election in a nearby small town. , One of the journalistic hot
shots decided that the town officials had violated the . law with re
spect to advertising the names of candidates and the exact format of 
the ballot, wrote a long story tp that effect despite failure to find *
anyone else who would confirm this theory, and discovered after the 
story was in print that the press had confused the law’s provisions 
for towns that use paper ballots and those that use voting machines. 
What should have been a straightforward correction notice, admitting 
a journalistic goof, was not published, and instead someone wrote an 
apparent news story about the coming election in which the true facts 
about the law’s provisions were unobtrusively inserted. I can’t be 
comradely with that kind of journalists. . .

I mentioned quite a few pages back that Hagerstown is growing 
more brutal. The best illustration of the trend that came to my at
tention this year is not a crucial matter, but it seems important to 
me. It’s the growing tendency for drivers to disregard the law—al
most all motorists, not just the tough young punks and the elderly 
women. It’s almost a ritual now for the car nearest the corner to go 
on through the intersection aft er the traffic signal has changed from 
green to red. Drivers’who cut across private property to avoid stop 
lights are creating an enormous problem. One shopping center was 
forced to put in a complex of obstructions that remind me of World 
War Two’s tank traps to keep through traffic off its parking lot, and 
a state hospital just outside town must make expensive alterations in 
its driveway because of speeding by drivers with other destinations. 
Least dangerous but most annoying to me is the growing tendency for 
drivers who must halt at an intersection to pull across the pedestri
an’s walking .area and stop only when the front bumper will just bare
ly be cleared by traffic on. the intersecting street. I don’t know if 
there is any logical psychology behind this practice. It might be an 
offhand hope that this will bluff the. other guy into halting and 
yielding the right of way he possesses. But it.’s hard on my nerves, 
knowing that a slight relaxation of a foot on the brake pedal could 
cause someone to gouge out the side of my car as I’m passing the in
tersection. Worse, it puts pedestrians into a real mess, and I do a (
lot of walking. If you walk in front of the encroaching car, you’re 
liable to be struck by moving traffic, and if you wait until traffic - 
begins to move on the street you’re trying to cross, you. may have a 
long w'ait and you’ll be in a dubious position legally if you get hit.
I know that these practices aren’t unique to Hagerstown, but I’ve 
looked quite closely on visits to other cities, big and small, and I 
lave never found one where it goes on as regularly as in Hagerstown.

Thi s might have something to do with my increasing relucano.e to 
drive. I still have the car that I acquired in used condition in 
early 1962, but I begin to suspect that it’s not going to hold up as 
well as I’d hoped when I made the investment. The engine began to 
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complain in loud and piteous manner a few. months ago and the repair 
shop gave me a $125 estimate on repairs. The man was reluctant to 
take that much money from me for a vehicle of such an age, and I took 
his advice and had nothing done. It will keep running for a while, 
no matter how bad it sounds, he said, there is a certain loss of pow
er which won’t affect a person who doesn’t drive far or fast, and po
lio emen understand that old Oldsmobiles are noisy, he said, so I 
probably won’t be picked up for disturbing the peace. My first car, 
which I also acquired from a used car lot, gave me 11 1/2 years of ’ 
service until the awful evening when it flatly refused to go up the 
steep alley whi ch_ provi des egress from the newspaper parking lot. I 
now doubt that this current car will keep going that long, although 
in all fairness, my present car hasn’t had the advantage of being in 
a garage almost every night.. Maybe it’ll run another year or two 
before a complete breakdown or unavoidable high-cost repairs, and I 
rather doubt that I’ll replace it. Between bumming rides with people, 
calling a cab when I can’t get a lift, and renting a car for real big 
trips to points unvisited by buses, I could save several hundred dol
lars a year and regain some of the healthy, firm tone to my nerves. 
Please don’t suggest that I should acquire a compact car for economic
al operation and long period of use. I.’m psychologically unfitted to 
occupy them after some of the things I’ve seen after one of those 
small cars encountered a big car. Meanwhile, there is the small pro
blem of what to do about the tires, which are quite old and smooth. 
It seems extravagant to buy new ones that might be used only six 
months or so and I’d hate to die in a crash caused by retreads which 
I'd assumed would be adequate for the short remaining life of the 
car. I can’t even decide whether to call a halt to the manner in 
which lights are going out all over the car. It’s surprising, how 
many little lights can become defective without affecting the legal 
operation of a car but it’s also a trifle unnerving to be uncertain 
after dark if I’m really guessing right when I move the lever which 
governs reverse, low gear,, neutral, and so on, and with the dome 
light cut, I, keep wondering if someone has dumped a body in the rear 
seat, whose lower area is wrapped in obscurity. One other thing 
really ought to be considered: the outside chance that a earless per
son will soon be as helpless in Hagerstown as he is in Los Angeles. 
Intra-city bus service is poor and the operator of this service has 
threatened to abandon it if he can’t get subsidized by the local or 
federal government. Inter-city bus service is fairly good but it’s 
less 'frequent than it was before the interstate highways tempted 
Greyhound to bypass the city on some runs. If times should grow so 
bad around here that patronage to and from this city'falls off, it’s 
imaginable that runs would be cut to perhaps one daily in each direc
tion to surrounding metropolitan areas. The airport is too small for 
large planes to land and take off, can’t be expected because it’s sur
rounded by roads and factories, and it survives only through a one- 
man operation that provides commuter service to airports aroundBalti- 
more and Washington. I’d hate to spend the rest of my life in Hag
erstown simply because I didn’t get out in time, so I might make it a 
one-way ticket if I decide to go to the Boston convention by'bus or 
bus-plus-train.

I’ve come this far in 1969 without losing to the year any more 
of my small surviving stock of immediate relatives. One great-uncle 
died earlier in the year, but I didn’t feel much emotion about that, 
because I’d somehow acquired the impression that his death had oc
curred about twenty years ago and had written him off ever since. I 
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retain an unlimited sense of wonder at my grandmother, who is now 97 
and seems more alert mentally and somewhat steadier physically than 
at any time in recent years. (One of my first memories as a small 
boy is listening sadly to her daughters talking among themselves on 
the,rapidity with which my grandmother was failing after her hus
band’s death., and how they couldn’t hope to have her with them much 
longer, now that she was in her sixties.) She is still living by 
herself, does everything around the house except the heavier part of 
the laundry and the areas of housecleaning that involve hauling the 
Electrolux around, and complains of nothing physical except when her 
feet-hurt. She is now starting to talk about flying to Michigan for 
a visit to’ one of her two surviving children, apparently thinking 
that She mig-ht prefer to live with that one, in case she becomes too 
incapacitated to keep going it alone. I’m probably in slightly bet
ter condition from the standpoint of muscles, it’s undoubtedly a- 
tossup as- to which of us is more alert mentally, and I’m sure that 
'she... leads by a wide margin in respect to who has t’he greater keenness 
for. life and enjoyment of the moment. But most of my remaining aunts 
and uncles are ailing in one way or another. One fell off a ladder 
and like to .broke his neck -and now isn’t allowed to drive a car any 
more, after amazing San Diego’s motor vehicle authorities by passing 
his reexamination for his driver’s license so easily in his eighties. 
The disturbing thing about my family, after the basic problem of its 
meagerness, is the way roost of my cousins fell upon sad days as if a 
curse were operative which I’ll encounter inexorably very soon. Two 
died around my present age, both from cancer. Two others have been 
in and out of mental institutions, after having had particularly 
brilliant adolescence and young adulthood as apparently perfect per
sons. One male cousin got into gambling trouble just like all the 
hero.es in 19th century Russian novels, losing all his possessions, 
wife, home and job in the process, and is now working at some menia.1 
drudgery with no future and no money to tempt him into resuming his 
vice. It’s difficult to see where my cousins could have inherited 
these problems, because their parents and grandparents didn’t suffer 
from the same troubles. A second cousin is worse off yet, because in 
his mid-40’s he has been declared medically senile, is receiving, so
cial security benefits for total disability, and seems to have no 
chance of checking some rare physical problem that has turned him in
to an old man thirty years before that condition was due.

• Unless something drastic is happening without my knowledge, I 
suppose, that this cousindom taint is evidenced in me. through the mis
erliness that I’ve referred to somewhere else in this undefinable 
piece of prose. I don’t think I’ve ever told in Horizons how it 
came first to my full attention. It was a couple of days after I’d 
landed in the hospital with my first broken hip. I was full of mor
phine -to deaden the pain, had been getting intravenous feeding, was 
convinced that everyone who breaks his hip gets pneumonia on the 
third day, and I still wasn’t accustomed to the traction in which I 
had been- ins-tailed or certain that my surgeon hadn’t missed the mark 
when he’d put a pin in my shin instead of in 'the hip. In mid-morning 
a nurse who was trying to think of a humane way to lessen my miseries 
asked if I’d like some ginger ale. The suggestion was the first sen
sible one I’d heard since I’d entered the hospital, I decided that 
this was. the most understanding woman in the world and possibly meant 
for me, I could foresee myself holding something on my stomach for 
the first time in two days, and I refused the ginger ale because I 
didn’t intend to start running up my hospital bill on luxuries. Even 
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after the job-quitting decision caused me to cut down again on spend
ing, I never quite matched that feat. (I was in the hospital nearly 
two weeks when I learned that it doesn’t bill patients for every lit
tle bit of room service and the ginger ale tasted just fine after 
that.) But I occasionally display a flash of inspiration in the mon
ey-awareness category. For instance, my last stencil film wore out 
after a few pages of this issue of Horizons were cut and when I test
ed Saran Wrap as a replacement, I found myself tense and nervous in 
anxiety, to know whether it would be necessary to use up a piece of 
the stuff for every stencil. Great was the rejoicing when it became 
evident that one .piece will survive for many stencils, although it 

i still isn’t ideal--a trifle too slippery, making it hard to get a
stencil covered with it through, the tight squeeze between platen and 
rollers. Does anyone in fandom know of a slightly thicker, pulpier 
substitute? I also found myself this year paying bills in cash and 
in person instead of writing checks. I can write as many checks as 
I wish without paying a bank fee, under a minimum balance account, so 
it’s the six cent postage stamps that caused the change. I enjoy the 
walks and I don’t take checks because it would mean an occasional 
doubtful look from a cashier. I’ve refrained from using any of the 
credit cards tteit have come unsolicited, because of the thought that 
I might someday, somehow, be unable to pay immediately my monthly 
statement of account, and would the following month find an interest 
charge imposed on that unpaid balance. I would find myself impossi
ble to live with, because of this outlandish penury, if it weren’t 
confined to little things. When I decide I want something expensive, 
I buy it, and find it easier to write a check for several hundred dol
lars than to put down the four cents involved in sales tax on a small 
purchase at the drug store. Then again, there’s the portion'of my 
closet reserved for long-sleeved shirts that can be worn only on warm 
days because their sleeves are badly torn and I can’t bear to throw 
them out so I wear them only when I won’t freeze with the sleeves 
rolled up, but that’s another story altogether.

Meanwhile, as I type the start of another- decade is just days 
away and its imminence is frightening. I know that I haven’t changed 
as much as the world has changed in the 1960’s, creating part of my 
present problems, and it’s quite probable that survival during the 
1970’s will intensify this disparity for me. I find it totally im
possible t.o imagine myself on the brink of 1980. I can’t even begin 
to guess about my probable circumstances, outlook, and philosophy if 
I pull through another decade. To the man up the street l might not 
seem much different in behavior today than I did in 1959, FAPA mem- 

j bers might regard me as a similarly unchanging monolith, but I know
the differences and conceivably they’ll become apparent one of these 
years just as an egg abruptly loses its calm way of living when it 
hatches. I thought about writing an article such as this about the 
past decade instead of the past year, and then chickened out. Look
ing hard at the entire ten years might tell me more about the future 
.than I want to know and could reveal more about the past than FAPA 
would believe. •

Please erase the marginal note you have just made about my erron
eous notion of when a decade begins. I’m quite aware of what the com
puters believe but I haven’t met anyone yet who was cheated out of a 
year in the segmenting of his life by accepting years.ending in 0 as 
those that start a decade, nor have I found a fan who had enough cour
age of his convictions to demand that the house in his block which has 
a number ending in 00 should be moved across the street. • 
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The Worst of Martin

•• Here Today and...
...being a cumulative historical document covering our hero’s past 
and more recent ramifications....

Modulate to a '’Winkle” yawn.
■ What J 19452 Why the last time any agitation issued from me 

was during 1939. Today must be my Groundhog Day.
Those cobwebs? Well, there may be telling strands on my aj 

mail, but there ain’t no gray threads on me—’ceptin’ in my hair. 
But that’s a saga to be related....

True! That is an unenviable stack of musty smelling unanswered 
mail. Made an estimate some months ago: 78 letters from 52 members. 
Tanned with age they are, and forever forgotten. Got away from me 
for a week once. The mounting stack fascinated me. Never tried to 
put a dent in it.

. No.’ It’s not gray. That’s dust on the press. It’s really 
painted green. I built the stand myself. It’s thrown together with 
the craftsmanship of a cabinet maker. I lapped the joints and dives, 
screwed, tattoed and stewed it in varnish. Sturdy little thing. I 
do admit that during the past fiscal year (silent press days) there 
has been a decrease in the number of disturbances on .the local seis
mograph.

Feel how smooth the finish. '
’ See how sturdy? ' .

' 'Ah’
Termites, no doubt. .
Let’s place the press on that bench and dash off a petit papier 

for Auld Lang Syne. ' .
This is my type barrel. Type is kept in a barrel to faciliate- 

dis tribution.
I’ve prosecuted the compilation of a format with disturbing ir

regularity before this: complete a page or two arid then toss the en
tire mess out. The prose work comes easy during "spare” hours. 
Maybe I’d better mimeograph?

Admitted! For one 'who used to print like Hell to become Hell 
of a printer and mimeograph is truly retrogression. Ah: But then, 
after the die is caste, I have many and involved explanations....

It is written that the associations v/ill substitute the word 
'’Mimeograph” for "Press” in their cognomens. Grim my grin: I shall 
grit my last two teeth and not contribute to this deplorable dusk. 

■ Colophon
beirg a spasmotic and vernal avocational embroidery of facts, dreams 
and abberations of one Edgar Allan Martin: printed for him-at the 
signe of the Lycanthrophy Presse (who necessitates new rollers and . 
such) and Crushed Wood Cuts, at 56 Newton St., Hartford, Conn., where 
the latch string was purged with formal invitations: and this editions 
could not be sans the Devil assistance of one wife, Mary Madeleine 
Suzanne LeFoll Favreau Who approximates an eighteenth of a ton and a 
quartsr-centuiy , and shews cheering abilities as type distributor... 
and Janine—Janine spreads ink.

Post Script
AhJ So truel..type distributor.. .But then ’’Hello.” Self introduc
tion of the cause, the reason, the what-all. My fault that it has 
been so long since a contribution from said Edgar A.

S’been nice meeting you all, so-long.--Madeleine .
(From the.Spring, 1945, issue of Satyric, in Spring, 1945 mailing) 
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